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Figure 1: Our deep learning method for SVBRDF capture supports a variable number of input photographs taken with uncalibrated light-
view directions (a, rectified). While a single image is enough to obtain a first plausible estimate of the SVBRDF maps, more images provide
new cues to our method, improving its prediction. In this example, adding images reveals fine normal variations (b), removes highlight
residuals in the diffuse albedo (c), and reveals the difference of roughness between the stone, the stripe, and the thin pattern (d). Please see
supplemental materials for animated re-renderings.
Abstract
Empowered by deep learning, recent methods for material capture can estimate a spatially-varying reflectance from a sin-
gle photograph. Such lightweight capture is in stark contrast with the tens or hundreds of pictures required by traditional
optimization-based approaches. However, a single image is often simply not enough to observe the rich appearance of real-
world materials. We present a deep-learning method capable of estimating material appearance from a variable number of
uncalibrated and unordered pictures captured with a handheld camera and flash. Thanks to an order-independent fusing layer,
this architecture extracts the most useful information from each picture, while benefiting from strong priors learned from data.
The method can handle both view and light direction variation without calibration. We show how our method improves its
prediction with the number of input pictures, and reaches high quality reconstructions with as little as 1 to 10 images – a sweet
spot between existing single-image and complex multi-image approaches.
CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Reflectance modeling; Image processing;
Keywords: Material capture, Appearance capture, SVBRDF, Deep learning
This paper is a low resolution version of our full paper, available
here : https://www-sop.inria.fr/reves/Basilic/
2019/DADDB19/.
1. Introduction
The appearance of most real-world materials depends on both
viewing and lighting directions, which makes their capture a chal-
lenging task. While early methods achieved faithful capture by
densely sampling the view-light conditions [Mca02, DVGNK99],
this exhaustive strategy requires expensive and time-consuming
hardware setups. In contrast, lightweight methods attempt to only
perform a few measurements, but require strong prior knowledge
on the solution to fill the gaps. In particular, recent methods pro-
duce convincing spatially-varying material appearances from a sin-
gle flash photograph thanks to deep neural networks trained from
large quantities of synthetic material renderings [DAD∗18,LSC18].
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However, in many cases a single photograph simply does not con-
tain enough information to make a good inference for a given ma-
terial. Figure 1(b-d) illustrates typical failure cases of single-image
methods, where the flash lighting provides insufficient cues of the
relief of the surface, and leaves highlight residuals in the diffuse
albedo and specular maps. Only additional pictures with side views
or lights reveal fine geometry and reflectance details.
We propose a method that leverages the information provided
by additional pictures, while retaining a lightweight capture pro-
cedure. When few images are provided, our method harnesses the
power of learned priors to make an educated guess, while when ad-
ditional images are available, our method improves its prediction
to best explain all observations. We achieve this flexibility thanks
to a deep network architecture capable of processing an arbitrary
number of input images with uncalibrated light-view directions.
The key observation is that such image sets are fundamentally un-
structured. They do not have a meaningful ordering, nor a pre-
determined type of content for any given input. Following this rea-
soning, we adopt a pooling-based network architecture that treats
the inputs in a perfectly order-invariant manner, giving it powerful
means to extract and combine subtle joint appearance cues scat-
tered across the inputs.
Our flexible approach allows us to capture spatially-varying ma-
terials with 1 to 10 images, providing a significant improvement
over single-image methods while requiring much fewer images and
less constrained capture than traditional multi-image methods.
2. Related Work
We first review prior work on appearance capture, focusing on
methods working with few images. We then discuss deep learning
methods capable of processing multiple images.
Appearance capture. The problem of acquiring real-world ap-
pearance has been extensively studied in computer graphics and
computer vision, as surveyed by Guarnera et al. [GGG∗16].
Early efforts focused on capturing appearance under controlled
view and lighting conditions, first using motorized point lights
and cameras [Mca02, DVGNK99] and later using complex light
patterns such as linear light sources [GTHD03], spherical gra-
dients [GCP∗09], Fourier basis [AWL13], or deep-learned pat-
terns [KCW∗18]. While these methods provide high-quality cap-
ture of complex material effects – including anisotropy, they re-
quire tens to hundreds of measurements acquired using dedicated
hardware. In contrast, recent work manages to recover plausi-
ble spatially-varying appearance (SVBRDF) from very few pic-
tures by leveraging strong priors on natural materials [WSM11,
AWL15,AAL16,RWS∗11,DWT∗10,HSL∗17] and lighting [LN16,
DCP∗14, RRFG17]. In particular, deep learning is nowadays the
method of choice to automatically build priors from data, which al-
lows the most recent methods to only use one picture to recover a
plausible estimate of the spatially-varying appearance of flat sam-
ples [LDPT17, YLD∗18, DAD∗18, LSC18], and even the geome-
try of isolated objects [LXR∗18]. However, while impressive in
many cases, the solutions produced by these single-image meth-
ods are largely driven by the learned priors, and often fail to re-
produce important material effects simply because they are not ob-
served in the image provided as input, or are too ambiguous to be
accurately identified without additional observations. We address
this limitation by designing an architecture that supports an arbi-
trary number of input images. Compared to existing single-image
methods [LDPT17, YLD∗18, DAD∗18, LSC18], our multi-image
approach produces results of increasing quality as more images
are provided. Compared to optimization-based multi-image meth-
ods [RPG16, HSL∗17], our deep-learning approach requires much
fewer images to produce high-quality solutions – 1 to 10 instead
of around a hundred, while retaining much of the convenience
of handheld capture. Nevertheless, the lightweight nature of our
method makes it hard to reach the accuracy of solutions based on
calibrated view and light conditions.
Multi-image deep networks. Many computer vision tasks be-
come better posed as the number of observations increases, which
calls for methods capable of handling a variable number of in-
put images. For example, classical optimization approaches as-
sign a data fitting error to each observation and minimize their
sum. However, implementing an analogous strategy in a deep
learning context remains a challenge because most neural net-
work architectures, such as the popular U-Net used in prior work
[LDPT17,DAD∗18,LSC18], require inputs of a fixed size and treat
these inputs in an asymmetric manner. These architectures thus
cannot simultaneously benefit from powerful learned priors as well
as multiple unstructured observations.
Choy et al. [CXG∗16] faced this challenge in the context of
multi-view 3D reconstruction and proposed a recurrent architec-
ture that processes a sequence of images to progressively refine its
prediction. However, the drawback of such an approach is that the
solution still depends on the order in which the images are provided
to the method – the first image has a great impact on the overall so-
lution, while subsequent images tend to only modify details. This
observation motivated Wiles et al. [WZ17] to process each image of
a multi-view set through separate encoders before combining their
features through max-pooling, an order-agnostic operation. Aittala
et al. [AD18] and Chen et al. [CHW18] apply a similar strategy to
the problems of burst image deblurring and photometric stereo, re-
spectively. In the field of geometry processing, Qi et al. [QSMG17]
also apply a pooling scheme for deep learning on point sets, and
show that such an architecture is an universal approximator for
functions whose inputs are set-valued. Zaheer et al. [ZKR∗17] fur-
ther analyze the theoretical properties of pooling architectures and
demonstrate superior performance over recurrent architectures on
multiple tasks involving loosely-structured set-valued input data.
We build on this family of work to offer a method that processes
images captured in an arbitrary order, and that can handle uncali-
brated viewing and lighting conditions.
3. Capture Setup
We designed our method to take as input a variable number of im-
ages, captured under uncalibrated light and view directions. Fig-
ure 2 shows the capture setup we experimented with, where we
place the material sample within a white paper frame and capture it
by holding a smartphone in one hand and a flash in the other, or by
using the flash of the smartphone as a co-located light source. Sim-
ilarly to Paterson et al. [PCF05] and Hui et al. [HSL∗17], we use
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the four corners of the frame to compute an homography that rec-
tifies the images, and crop the paper pixels away before processing
the images with our method. We capture pictures of 3456× 3456
pixels and resize them to 256×256 pixels after cropping.
4. Multi-Image Material Inference
Our goal is to estimate the spatially-varying bi-directional re-
flectance distribution function (SVBRDF) of a flat material sample
given a few aligned pictures of that sample. We adopt a parametric
representation of the SVBRDF in the form of four maps represent-
ing the per-pixel surface normal and diffuse albedo, specular albedo
and specular roughness of a Cook-Torrance [CT82] BRDF model.
The core of our method is a multi-image network composed of
several copies of a single-image network , as illustrated in Figure 3.
The number of copies is dynamically chosen to match the number
of inputs provided by the user (or the training sample). All copies
are identical in their architecture and weights, meaning that each
input receives an identical treatment by its respective network copy.
The findings from each single-image network are then fused by a
common order-agnostic pooling layer before being subsequently
processed into a joint estimate of the SVBRDF.
We now detail the single-image network and the fusion mech-
anism, before describing the loss we use to compare the network
prediction against a ground-truth SVBRDF. We detail our genera-
tion of synthetic training data in Section 5.
The source code of our network architecture along with pre-
trained weights is available at https://team.inria.fr/graphdeco/
projects/multi-materials/
4.1. Single-image network
We base our architecture on the single-image network of Deschain-
tre et al. [DAD∗18], which was designed for a similar material
acquisition task. The network follows the popular U-Net encoder-
decoder architecture [RPB15], to which it adds a fully-connected
track responsible for processing and transmitting global informa-
tion across distant pixels. While the original architecture outputs
four SVBRDF maps, we modify its last layer to instead output a
Figure 2: We use a simple paper frame to help register pictures
taken from different viewpoints. We use either a single smartphone
and its flash, or two smartphones to cover a larger set of view/light
configurations.
64-channel feature map, which retains more information to be pro-
cessed by the later stages of our architecture. We also provide pixel
coordinates as extra channels to the input to help the convolutional
network reason about spatial information [LLM∗18, LSC18].
Since we are targeting a lightweight capture scenario, we do not
provide the network with any explicit knowledge of the light and
view position. We rather count on the network to deduce related
information from visual cues.
4.2. Multi-image fusion
The second part of our architecture fuses the multiple feature maps
produced by the single-image networks to form a single feature
map of fixed size.
Specifically, the encoder-decoder track of each single-image net-
work produces a 256× 256× 64 intermediate feature map corre-
sponding to the input image it processed. These maps are fused into
a single joint feature map of the same size by picking the maximum
value reported by any single-image network at each pixel and fea-
ture channel. This max-pooling procedure gives every single-image
network equal means to contribute to the content of the joint feature
map in a perfectly order-independent manner [AD18, CHW18].
The pooled intermediate feature map is finally decoded by 3 lay-
ers of convolutions and non-linearities, which provide the network
sufficient expressivity to transform the extracted information into
four SVBRDF maps. The global features in the fully-connected
tracks are max-pooled and decoded in a similar manner. Through
end-to-end training, the single-image networks learn to produce
features which are meaningful with respect to the pooling opera-
tion and useful for reconstructing the final estimate.
While we vary the number of copies of the single-view network
between 1 and 5 during training, an important property of this ar-
chitecture is that it can process an arbitrarily large number of im-
ages during testing because all copies share the same weights, and
are ultimately fused by the pooling layer to form a fixed-size fea-
ture map. In our experiments, we vary the number of input images
from 1 to 10 at testing time.
4.3. Loss
We evaluate the quality of the network prediction with a differen-
tiable rendering loss [LSC18, LXR∗18, DAD∗18]. We adopt the
loss of Deschaintre et al. [DAD∗18], which renders the predicted
SVBRDF under multiple light and view directions, and compare
these renderings with renderings of the ground-truth SVBRDF un-
der the same conditions. The comparison is performed using an l1
norm on the logarithmic values of the renderings to compress the
high dynamic range of specular peaks.
Following Li et al. [LSC18], we complement this rendering
loss with four l1 losses, each measuring the difference between
one of the predicted maps and its ground-truth counterpart. We
found this direct supervision to stabilize training. Our final loss
is a weighted mixture of all losses, L = LRender + 0.1
(
LNormal +
LDiffuse +LSpecular +LRoughness
)
.
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Figure 3: Overview of our deep network architecture. Each input image is processed by its copy of the encoder-decoder to produce a feature
map. While the number of images and network copies can vary, a pooling layer fuses the output maps to obtain a fixed-size representation of
the material, which is then processed by a few convolutional layers to produce the SVBRDF maps.
4.4. Training
We train our network for 7 days on a Nvidia GTX 1080 TI. We let
the training run for 1 million iterations with a batch size of 2 and
input sizes of 256×256 pixels. We use the Adam optimizer [KB15]
with a learning rate set to 0.0002 and β= 0.5.
5. Online Generation of Training Data
Following prior work on deep-learning for inverse rendering
[RGR∗17, LDPT17, DAD∗18, LSC18, LXR∗18, LCY∗17], we rely
on synthetic data to train our network. While in theory image syn-
thesis offers the means to generate an arbitrary large amount of
training data, the cost of image rendering, storage and transfer
limits the size of the datasets used in practice. For example, Li
et al. [LSC18] and Deschaintre et al. [DAD∗18] report training
datasets of 150,000 and 200,000 images respectively. This prac-
tical challenge motivated us to implement an online renderer that
generates a new SVBRDF and its multiple renderings at each it-
eration of the training, yielding up to 2 million training images in
practice.
We first explain how we generate numerous ground-truth
SVBRDFs, before describing the main features of our SVBRDF
renderer.
5.1. SVBRDF synthesis
We rely on procedural, artist-designed SVBRDFs to obtain our
training data. Starting from a small set of such SVBRDF maps,
Deschaintre et al. [DAD∗18] perform data augmentation by com-
puting 20,000 convex combinations of random pairs of SVBRDFs.
We follow the same strategy, although we implemented this mate-
rial mixing within TensorFlow [AAB∗15], which allows us to gen-
erate a unique SVBRDF for each training iteration while only load-
ing a small set of base SVBRDFs at the beginning of the training
process. We use the dataset proposed by Deschaintre et al., which
contains 1,850 SVBRDFs covering common material classes such
as plastic, metal, wood, leather, etc, all obtained from Allegorith-
mic Substance Share [All18].
5.2. SVBRDF rendering
We implemented our SVBRDF renderer in TensorFlow, so that it
can be called at each iteration of the training process. Since our
network takes rectified images as input, we do not need to simu-
late perspective projection of the material sample. Instead, our ren-
derer simply takes as input four SVBRDF maps along with a light
and view position, and evaluates the resulting rendering equation
at each pixel. We augment this basic renderer with several features
that simulate common effects encountered in real-world captures:
Viewing conditions. We distribute the camera positions over an
hemisphere centered on the material sample, and vary its distance
by a random amount to allow a casual capture scenario where users
may not be able to maintain an exact distance from the target. We
also perform random perturbations of the field-of-view (set to 40◦
by default) to simulate different types of cameras. Finally, we ap-
ply a random rotation and scaling to the SVBRDF maps before
cropping them to 256× 256 pixels, which simulates materials of
different orientations and scales.
Lighting conditions. We simulate a flash light as a point light
with angular fall-off. We again distribute the light positions over
an hemisphere at a random distance to simulate a handheld flash.
Other random perturbations include the angular fall-off to simulate
different types of flash, the light intensity to simulate varying expo-
sure, and the light color to simulate varying white-balance. Finally,
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we also include the simulation of a surrounding lighting environ-
ment in the form of a second light with random position, intensity
and color, which is kept fixed for a given input SVBRDF.
Image post-processing. We have implemented several common
image degradations – additive Gaussian noise, clipping of radiance
values to 1 to simulate low-dynamic range images, gamma correc-
tion and quantization over 8 bits per channel.
While rendering our training data on the fly incurs additional
computation, we found that this overhead is compensated by the
time gained in data loading. In our experiments, training our system
with online data generation takes approximately as much time as
training it with pre-computed data stored on disk, making the actual
rendering virtually free.
6. Results and Evaluation
We evaluate our method using a test dataset of 32 ground truth
SVBRDFs not present in the set used for training data genera-
tion. We also use measured Bidirectional Texture Functions (BTFs)
[WGK14] to compare the re-renderings of our predictions to real-
world appearances. Finally, we used our method to acquire a set of
around 80 real-world materials. Since our method does not assume
a controlled lighting, we used either the camera flash or a separate
smartphone as the light source for those acquisitions. All results in
the figures of the main paper were taken with two phones; please
see supplemental for all results and examples acquired with a single
phone. Resulting quality is similar in both cases.
6.1. Number of input images
A strength of our method is its ability to cope with a variable num-
ber of photographs. We first evaluate whether additional images
improve the result using synthetic SVBRDFs, for which we have
ground truth maps. We measure the error of our prediction by re-
rendering our predicted maps under many views and lights, as done
by the rendering loss used for training. Figure 4 plots the SSIM
similarity metric of these re-renderings averaged over the test set
for an increasing number of images, along with the SSIM of the
individual SVBRDF maps. While most improvements happen with
the first five images, the similarity continues to increase with sub-
sequent inputs, stabilizing at around 10 images. The diffuse albedo
is the fastest to stabilize, consistent with the intuition that few mea-
surements suffice to recover low-frequency signals. Surprisingly,
the quality of the roughness prediction seems on average indepen-
dent of the number of images, suggesting that the method struggles
to exploit additional information for this quantity. In contrast, the
normal prediction improves with each additional input, as also ob-
served in our experiments with real-world data detailed next. We
provide RMSE plots of the same experiment as supplemental ma-
terials.
Using the same procedure, in Figure 5 we perform an ablation
study to evaluate the impact of including random perturbations of
the viewing and lighting conditions in the training data. As ex-
pected, the network trained without perturbation does not perform
as well as our complete method on our test dataset that includes
Figure 4: SSIM of our predictions with respect to the number of
input images, averaged over our synthetic test dataset. The SSIM
of re-renderings increases quickly for the first images, before stabi-
lizing at around 10 images. The normal maps strongly benefit from
new images. Diffuse and specular albedos also improve with addi-
tional inputs, which is not the case of the roughness that remains
stable overall. We provide similar RMSE plots as supplemental ma-
terials.
view and light variations similar to those in casual real world cap-
ture. We trained both networks for 750,000 iterations for this ex-
periment.
Figure 6 shows our predictions on a measured BTF material from
the Bonn database [WGK14], using 1, 2, 3 and 10 inputs. For this
material, normals, diffuse albedo and roughness estimations im-
prove with more inputs. In particular, the normal map progressively
captures more relief, the diffuse albedo map becomes almost uni-
form, and the embossed part on the upper right is quickly recog-
nized as shinier than the remaining of the sample.
For a real material capture we performed (Figure 7), we see sim-
ilar effects: normals are improved with more inputs, and the dif-
ference of roughness between different parts is progressively re-
covered. However, we do not have access to ground truth maps for
these real-world captures.
Overall, our results in Fig. 4-10 and in supplemental material il-
lustrate that our method achieves our goals: adding more pictures
greatly improves the results, notably removing artifacts in the dif-
fuse albedo while improving normal estimation. Our method en-
hances the quality of recovered materials while maintaining a ca-
sual capture.
6.2. Comparison to multi-image optimization
We compare our data-driven approach to a traditional optimization
that takes as input multiple images captured under the assumption
of known and precisely calibrated light and viewing conditions.
Given these conditions we solve for the SVBRDF maps that min-
imize re-rendering error of the input images, as measured by our
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Figure 5: Ablation study. Comparison of SSIM between our method
(green) and a restricted version (black) where the network is
trained with lighting and viewing directions chosen on a perfect
hemisphere, and with all lighting parameters constant (falloff ex-
ponent, power, etc.). Our complete method achieves higher SSIM
when tested on a dataset with small variations of these parameters,
showing that it is robust to such perturbations that are frequent in
casual real world capture.
rendering loss. We further regularize this optimization by augment-
ing the loss with a total-variation term that favors piecewise-smooth
maps. We solve the optimization with the Adam algorithm [KB15].
While the optimization stabilizes after 900K iterations, we let it run
for a total of 2M iterations to ensure full convergence, which takes
approximately 3.5 hours on an NVIDIA GTX 1080 TI. Given the
non-convex nature of the optimization, we initialize the solution to
a plausible estimate obtained by setting the diffuse albedo map to
the most fronto-parallel input, the normal map to a constant vector
pointing upward, the roughness to zero and the specular albedo to
gray. We use synthetic data for this experiment, which provides us
with full control and knowledge of the viewing and lighting condi-
tions needed by the optimization, as well as with ground truth maps
to evaluate the quality of the outcome.
Figure 8 compares the number of input images required to
achieve similar quality between the classical optimization and our
method, using view and light directions uniformly distributed over
the hemisphere. On rather diffuse materials (stones, tiles), the op-
timization needs a few dozen calibrated images to achieve a re-
sult of similar quality to the one produced by our method using
only 5, uncalibrated images. A similar number of images is neces-
sary for a material with uniform shininess (scales). However more
than 900 images were necessary for our optimization to reach the
quality obtained by our method on a material with significant nor-
mal and roughness variations (wood). Overall, our method achieves
plausible results with much fewer inputs captured under unknown
lighting, although classical optimization can recover more precise
SVBRDFs if provided with enough carefully-calibrated images.
6.3. Comparison to alternative deep learning methods
We first compare our architecture to a simple baseline composed
of the network by Deschaintre et al. [DAD∗18] augmented to take
5 images instead of one. This baseline achieves an average SSIM
of 0.826, similar to the SSIM of 0.847 produced by our method
for the same number of inputs. This evaluation demonstrates that
our multi-image network performs as well as a fixed network while
providing the freedom to vary the number of input images.
We next compare to the recent single-image methods of De-
schaintre et al. [DAD∗18] and Li et al. [LSC18], which both take as
input a fronto-parallel flash photo. Figure 9 provides a visual com-
parison on synthetic SVBRDFs with ground truth maps, Figure 12
provides a similar comparison on BTFs measured from 81x81 pic-
tures, which allow ground-truth re-renderings, and Figure 10 and
11 provide a comparison on real pictures. While developed concur-
rently, both single-image approaches suffer from the same limita-
tions. The co-located lighting tends to produce low-contrast shad-
ing, reducing the cues available for the network to fully retrieve
normals. Adding side-lit pictures of the material helps our approach
retrieve these missing details. The fronto-parallel flash also often
produces a saturated highlight in the middle of the image, which
both single-image methods struggle to in-paint convincingly in the
different maps. While the strength of the highlight could be reduced
by careful tuning of exposure, saturated pixels are difficult to avoid
in real-world capture. In contrast, our method benefits from addi-
tional pictures to recover information about those pixels.
Another limitation of these two single-image methods is that the
flash highlight cannot cover all parts of the material sample. This
lack of information can cause erroneous estimations, especially
when the sample is composed of multiple materials with different
shininess. Providing more pictures gives a chance to our method
to observe highlights over all parts of the sample, as is the case in
Figure 7, where the difference in roughness in the upper right only
becomes apparent with the 4th input.
6.4. Limitations
Since our method builds on the single-image network of Deschain-
tre et al. [DAD∗18], it inherits some of its limitations. First, the
method is limited to materials that can be well represented by an
isotropic Cook-Torrance BRDF. We also observe that the method
tends to produce correlated maps and interpret dark materials as
shiny, as shown in Figure 13(top) where despite several pictures,
albedo variations of the cardboard get interpreted as normal varia-
tions, and the black letters get assigned a low roughness. This be-
havior reflects the content of our training data, since most artist-
designed SVBRDFs have correlated maps.
Since we rectify the multi-view inputs with a simple homogra-
phy, we do not correct for parallax effects produced by surfaces
with high relief. This approximation may yield misalignment in the
input images, which in turn reduces the sharpness of the predicted
maps. In addition, our SVBRDF representation, training data, and
rendering loss do not model cast shadows. While shadows are
mostly absent in pictures taken with a co-located flash, they can
appear when using a handheld flash and remain visible in some of
our results, as shown in Figure 13 (bottom).
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Figure 6: Evaluation on a measured BTF. Three images are enough to capture most of normal and roughness maps. Adding images further
improves the result by removing lighting residual from the diffuse albedo, and adding subtle details to the normal and specular maps.
7. Conclusion
With the advance of deep learning, the holy grail of single-image
SVBRDF capture recently became a reality. Yet, despite impressive
results, single-image methods offer little margin to users to correct
for erroneous predictions. We address this fundamental limitation
with a deep network architecture that accepts a variable number of
input images, allowing users to capture as many images as needed
to exhibit all the visual effects they want to capture of a material.
Our method bridges the gap between single-image and many-image
methods, allowing faithful material capture with a handful of im-
ages captured from uncalibrated light-view directions.
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Figure 9: Comparison against single-image methods on synthetic SVBRDFs. Our method leverages additional input images to obtain
SVBRDF maps closer to ground truth. In particular, single-image methods under-estimate normal variations and fail to remove the sat-
urated highlight on shiny materials. See supplemental materials for more comparisons and results.
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Figure 10: Comparison against single-image methods on real-world pictures. Our method recovers more normal details, and better removes
highlight and shading residuals from the diffuse albedo. See supplemental materials for more comparisons and results.
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Figure 11: Comparison to real-world relighting. Each column
shows re-renderings of a captured material, except the last column
which shows a picture of that material under a similar lighting con-
dition (not used as input). We manually adjusted the position of the
virtual light to best match the ground truth. Similarly, we adjusted
the light power for each method separately since each has its own
arbitrary scale factor. Overall, our method better reproduces the
normal and gloss variations of the materials. In particular, single-
image methods tend to flatten the bumps of the leather and orient
them towards the center of the picture, where the flash highlight
appeared in the input. For individual result maps, see supplemen-
tal materials.
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Figure 12: Comparison against single-image methods on a measured BTF with ground truth re-renderings. Our method globally captures
the material features better.
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Figure 13: Limitations. We inherits some of the limitations of the method by Deschaintre et al. [DAD∗18], such as the tendency to produce
correlated maps and to interpret dark pixels as shiny (top). Our SVBRDF representation, training data and loss do not model cast shadows.
As a result, shadows in the input pollute some of the maps (bottom).
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